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How It Works

Today eCommerce is competitive industry, with new shopping platforms
constantly appearing. What do you need to meet the requirements?

      Unified interface to work with multiple platforms simultaneously

      Flexible solution to meet different integration requirements

      Scalable infrastructure based on Amazon AWS

      Code samples to save time for developing integration

Meet one solution to integrate your system with all available eCommerce
platforms!

API2Cart provides integration at much better rate than developing your own
integrations with multiple platforms. It helps you minimize expenses and keep 
future support costs low.

The more platforms you integrate with - the more advantages you get from using 
API2Cart.



Enjoy the Benefits of API2Cart

One-for-All Integration

You need to integrate your system with
API2Cart only. You are provided with one
high level integration, with clear,
documented API, simple enough to
perform, and ready-made code samples.
API2Cart integrates with multiple complex
platforms and their versions and prevents
you from facing all the complexity.

Responsive Technical Support

API2Cart Team realizes the importance of
high quality support at any stage of your
work with the service. Experienced tech
engineers are always ready to answer your
questions and provide advice to
guarantee best service user experience.

Top eCommerce Platforms
Supported

API2Cart allows you to work with most
popular shopping carts. The list of
supported shopping carts includes over 
40+ shopping platforms and constantly 
grows, providing you with more
integration opportunities.

Cost-Effective Updates

API2Cart handles new shopping cart
versions, releases, types. They are added 
completely insensibly for you while you 
enjoy the benefits and focus on working 
with your customers and core business.

New Business Opportunities

Now your solution will be able to work 
with multiple shopping platforms at once,
overcoming limits of every specific
platform. You can increase the potential 
market for your solution 20 times or even 
more!

Enhanced Security

API2Cart guarantees high level of security
and service availability taking the
following measures: two levels of data
authorization, connection via SSL
protocol, constant uptime monitoring, 
service diagnostics and unit-testing.

https://docs.api2cart.com/
https://support.magneticone.com/index.php?/Tickets/Submit/RenderForm/45
https://api2cart.com/supported-platforms/
https://api2cart.com/supported-platforms/


Areas of API2Cart Use

Accounting Systems

Get information about new orders,
customers in a flash

Send updated information back to
store right when you receive it

Online Inventory/Logistic Systems

Get product stock information from
online store

Pass information about updated stock
back to online store

Mobile Commerce Platforms

Connect single mobile application with
multiple shopping carts in the most
effective way possible

Integrate mobile shopping cart with
existing online shopping cart to have
both systems in sync

Retrieve all kinds of data from existing
shopping carts to analyze, represent it
in form of reports, and make specific
conclusions

Order Management Systems

Collect information about new orders,
customers almost immediately

Send updated order information back to
store (order status, tracking information,
other)

Comparison Shopping Engines

Get new and updated product
information directly from merchant’s
shopping cart

Email Marketing Services

Update customer information and
perform personalized mailing
campaign

Get information about new orders and
initiate order-specific mailing campaign

Third-Party Analytics Services

Get all the information, including specific
details in the most effective way, right
from the shopping cart with no data loss
and in realtime



Contact Information

API2Cart Official Site

https://api2cart.com/

Technical Support

support@api2cart.com

Business Development

business@api2cart.com

Let us know if you have any questions. 
We’ll be happy to discuss them in any form you like.

The service is provided by

CONTACT US SCHEDULE A CALL

https://api2cart.com/
mailto:support@api2cart.com
mailto:business%40api2cart.com?subject=
https://api2cart.com/contact-us/
https://api2cart.youcanbook.me/
https://magneticone.com/
https://api2cart.com/contact-us/
https://api2cart.youcanbook.me/

